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pon his arrivalpon his arrival

Being of “commanding presence, cultured intellect 
. . . dignified, eloquent, persuasive and charming,” 
McLeod came to be well respected by the white 
settlers in the region.
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Massive European and American immigration 
rapidly overwhelmed what had been a society 
dominated by Indians and Euro-Indians.
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ince the “winners”ince the “winners”S

The 1850s, followed by the Dakota War of 1862, 
marked a major period of transition in the social 
history of Minnesota.

n 1851 Martin McLeodn 1851 Martin McLeodI
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cLeod was very stronglycLeod was very stronglyM

A trader who entered into a relationship with 
an Indian woman was expected to support not 
only his wife, but also his wife’s family.
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s for his revealings for his revealingAMcLeod would have been acutely aware that 
his marriage violated not only Anglo-American 
social convention but also an ethical standard 
shared by Anglo and Dakota societies.
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With a wife, four children, and four siblings 
now in Minnesota, McLeod shouldered the role 
of pater familias.
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ith a wife,ith a wife,W
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I n the last several yearsn the last several years
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he McLeod childrenhe McLeod childrenT
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NotesNotes

t is, perhaps,t is, perhaps, telling tellingI
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